
BIBLO AND DIABLO BALERS
RELIABILITY FROM START TO FINISH



TAURUS BLACKLINE Biblo and Diablo machines leverage reliable technologies, are easy to operate and are 

designed for optimum performance in their respective markets. BIBLO balers are the main choice for those who 

need reliability, precision and operational fl exibility in the reduction of metal scrap in compact, uniform bales with 

medium-high densities (up to 1.2 t / m3). DIABLO balers work best in processing E.L.V. vehicles, white and other 

types of bulky scrap, optimizing the overall dimensions for transport, without aff ecting subsequent processing.

TAURUS BLACKLINE product range includes BIBLO and DIABLO balers and balers and shears. All the machines 

in the range have an excellent price-quality ratio. They deliver high levels of performance and reliability thanks to 

unique design details - closed box, large use of wear-resistant HARDOX, mechanical precision in the couplings, 

ad hoc design of the wings fi xing hinges, robotic welding, customized hydraulic systems - hardly found in other 

products in this class. 

TAURUS BLACKLINE line includes electric or diesel powered machines, compliant with the latest European 

emission standards. For diesel powered machines, tier 4 and tier 5 versions are also available. 

WHY CHOOSE TAURUS BLACKLINE 
BIBLO & DIABLO



BIBLO balers feature an L-shaped compression box with two oscillating lids; the fi rst is hinged lengthwise to the 

vertical wall, while the second comes with an arc-shaped wing and is hinged lengthwise to the horizontal wall 

of the compression box. Both lids work in ovestroke to facilitate and speed up compression operations in addition 

to signifi cantly reduce vibration and wear of the box. The squeezing box and the internal surfaces of the lids come 

with HARDOX 450 panels built into the structure. BIBLO balers can be equipped with a serrated fl oor, made of 

interchangeable wear-proof sheets screwed and corrugated lengthwise to reduce the risk that during the pusher’s 

return phase, thin sheets may accumulate in the rear part and scratch the rod of the feeding cylinder. 

BIBLO balers are available to make scrap bales of diff erent sizes, 400x400 mm; 500x500 mm; 600x600 mm, 

with bale density up to kg / mc 1200; on request they can also be equipped with an ejection door, to automatically 

eject bales. BIBLO balers are easy to install and reposition, because they are supported by a steel work platform 

that bears the compression box and the hydraulic unit, equipped with electric or diesel engine 

(soundproof 75 HP diesel engine or 55 KW electric motor). 

BIBLO balers are particularly suited to pressing: light scrap, aluminum bars or plates, thin sheets.

ON REQUEST THEY CAN BE EQUIPPED WITH

1 OPERATOR CABIN 

2 ROLL ON ROLL OFF SYSTEM 

3 LIFTING JACKS (ONLY FOR BB66D MODEL)

4 LOADING HOPPER: 

  The hopper is made of wear-resistant steel with 2 lift cylinders. 

5 REMOTE CONTROL 

6 REMOTE DIAGNOSTICS

7 SERRATED FLOOR

8 BALE EJECTION DOOR

By installing a specially designed shear head, and by adapting the hydraulic system, BIBLO balers can become 

baler-shears of medium size and weight, featuring the same compression box of the baler version, shear head with 

a cutting force of 500 t, and diff erent size output depending on the box they are combined with (which may have a 

400x400 mm, 500x500 mm or 600x600 mm mouth). 

BIBLO shear balers can be equipped with an electric motor (from 55 to 90 kw) or soundproof diesel engine (from 75 

to 145 HP). In addition to shearing scrap, these shear-balers can produce bales, which are automatically ejected.

BIBLO BALERS 

BIBLO SHEARS BALERS 



DIABLO BALERS

DIABLO shears balers are monolithic machines with a “tank” compression box. They come with a support frame 

(they do not require foundations) and work simply resting on the ground; in addition, they take up little space, are 

quick and easy to place and put into operation. Thanks to their mechanical structure, they rank among the strongest 

in their class. DIABLO shears are available with cutting forces ranging from 500 to 700 tons and case ranging from 

5000 or 6000 mm. Depending on the model, they are equipped with 145 hp to 250 hp soundproof diesel engine, or 

90 to 132 Kw electric motor. DIABLO shears are particularly suited to pressing and shearing light ferrous scrap, E.L.V. 

cars, white scrap, collected scrap, metals and aluminum bars.

DIABLO balers are monolithic machines with a “tank” compression case, equipped with two oscillating fl at covers 

hinged together. The lower one is hinged longitudinally to the vertical wall of the compression box and is equipped 

with self-locking cylinders to prevent hard shocks and vibrations during the opening and closing phases. The inner 

walls of the box in direct contact with the scrap are made of thick, wear-resistant steel plate. DIABLO balers make 

800x600 mm bales, with a 800 – 1000 kg/mc density and can be equipped with a bale ejection door. DIABLO balers 

are powered by a 145 HP soundproof diesel engine and the latest generation of Linde pumps, making them faster. 

They can be easily moved as a lifting hook enables loading on a transportation vehicle (roll-on roll-off  system). 

On request they can be supplied with loading crane and control cabin. DIABLO balers are particularly suited to 

pressing E.L.V. cars, whitescrap, collected scrap and light scrap.

ON REQUEST THEY CAN BE EQUIPPED WITH

1 OPERATOR CABIN

2 CONTROL PANEL

3 ROLL ON ROLL OFF SYSTEM

4 SUPPORT FRAME

5 LIFTING CYLINDERS 

6 LOADING HOPPER 

7 LOAD CRANE WITH GRAB

8 REMOTE DIAGNOSTICS

DIABLO SHEARS BALERS 



BB44 BB55 BB66

Box length mm 2700 4000 5000

Cylinders on the lid n 1 2 2

Lid max. compression force t 100 165 200

Main electric motor Kw 55 55 55

Diesel engine power Hp 75 75 75

Bale dimension mm 400x400 500x500 600x600

Number of bale exit door cylinders nr 1 1 1

Max. compression force t 160 160 160

Output b/h 30÷35 30÷35 25÷30

Dimension (L x W x H) mt 7,5X2,45X2,7 10X2,45X2,9 12X2,45X3,1

Indicative weight t 20 26 35

DB52 DD52

Box length mm 5000 5000

Cylinders on the lid n 2 2

Lid max. compression force t 200 200

Diesel engine power Hp 145 145

Bale dimension mm 880x600 880x600

Number of bale exit door cylinders n 1

Max. compression force t 160 160

Output b/h 25÷30 25÷30

Dimension (L x W x H) mt 7,8x2,5x1,6 7,8x2,5x1,6

Indicative weight t 24 25

BIBLO
BALERS MODELS

DIABLO
BALERS MODELS

BB55 BB66



TAURUS

SINCE 1964 ALWAYS ONE STEP AHEAD

TAURUS is one of the oldest and most widely recognized brands in the metals 

recycling industry. With over 50 years of experience, TAURUS knows how 

to design and build machineries which deliver maximum performance 

without compromising on safety and environment-friendliness. 

In addition, TAURUS machines are tested to work efficiently and effectively 

in any condition, climate or application, as proven by more than 700 machineries 

deployed and operative all over the world.
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